
Worm World [5+] 

 
Look inside the fascinating world of worms with this fun and  

informative kit.  Watch your worms mix up the different coloured 
layers in their chamber and feed them leaves.   

Children of all ages will enjoy observing the earthworms as they 

go about their essential daily business. A great opportunity to 
learn more about worms’ importance in our ecosystem. Children 

are encouraged to collect their own worms and told how to in 

the instruction manual. 

Kitchen Science [8+] 

 
Perform amazing experiments with everyday materials. A fun kit filled 

with inspiration. Contains 6 specially designed kitchen science           
experiments. Generate electricity by using a fork and tomato and light 

up a bulb. Launch a rocket fuelled by baking soda.  

Contents: Vinegar Rocket, launcher pad, small spoon, volcano blister, 2 
skewers, finger print black sheet, 8 finger print record sheets, brush, 8 

secret message sheet, 2 zinc plates, wire, LCD watch and detailed     

instructions with science explanations and fun facts. Materials required 
from home kitchen: vinegar, baking soda, red food coloring, washing up 

liquid, measuring cup, sugar, cloth pegs, teaspoon, forks, corn starch, 
black currant/grape juice concentrate, lemon. Ask for adults permission 

and assistance in getting these materials for the experiments. 

Magnet Science [8+] 

 
Contains a super magnet set that could be transformed to    

perform 10 fun experiments and games. Make a super power 
horse shoe magnet or a magnet wand. Construct a super   

magnet racer, a yacht compass or a mysterious dangler. 

Contents: Contains 2 super power bar magnets, 2 ring magnets, 
1 set magnet handle (can be assembled into magnet wand or U 

shaped magnet), 1 car/boat chassis, 4 wheels, 1 long axle, 1 

short axle, 1 rod for fishing wand/yacht mast, 1 fishing wand 
joint, 2 ring magnet joints, 5 magnetic fish, 15 metal screw 

nuts, 1 roll of thread, detailed assembly and game instructions 
with fun facts and principles of magnetism. 



Glow in the Dark Solar System Mobile [6+] 

Bring home the heavens with this glow in the dark solar 
system in a box. Hangs from your ceiling. Anyone into 

planet watching will love this personal planetarium. This set 
includes a bright, glowing sun, as well as the eight planets 

that complete the solar system plus Pluto.  

The sun and planets come with hangers, and the kit in-
cludes 32 feet of clear plastic line to hang the solar system 

from the ceiling and a solar system guide. Bring the uni-

verse to your      fingertips with the flip of a switch with 
Glow-in-the-Dark Solar System from Educational Insights. 

Sample sizes: 
Jupiter - 7 cm      Saturn - 5 cm      Mars - 2 cm 

Crystal Growing Kit [10+] 

An astonishing way to see science in action. Grow your colourful crystal in the container provided. It's a fun sparkling 
chemistry experiment. 

 
Learn about saturated solutions, how particles in water behave and the 

formation of crystals. Colours may vary. Children must be supervised by 

an adult.  
 

 

Weird Slime Laboratory [10+] 
 

Create ghastly blood clots and exploding slugs, grow gruesome 
tapeworms, and shock your family with fart-putty and bouncing 

do-dos, all by the magic of chemistry! Discover fascinating slimy 

secrets and the science of polymers. Make 'tadpole soup', 'slimy 
snot', and much more!  Each kit contains enough material for the 

experiments to be repeated several times. Designed to have great 
play value while   exploring fascinating scientific principles. 

Contents:   Alginate, Calcium Chloride, Sublime slime powder, Red 

food dye, Green food dye, Protective gloves, goggles & mask, 
measuring beakers & storage jars, Lab pipettes, Stirring 

sticks,  Specimen tubes, Dish, Workbench, Colour instruction 

booklet. 


